
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Connection with Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study Dealing with 
Messy Relationships: Yield. Humility isn’t a characteristic that the world tends to value. 
Actually, humility is something we like in others just not in ourselves. Jesus is our model 
for humility and putting the needs of others above our own. Peter gives the same call 
not only to pastors but to all those who are disciples of Jesus.  

Introduction: When you tend to think of powerful leaders of the world you don’t tend to 
think of humility as one of their defining characteristics. But even though this is the case 
studies have repeatedly shown that the leaders with the greatest long-term impact tend 
to be humble. Writing for Forbes, Jeff Hayman says this:  

A number of research studies have concluded that humble leaders listen more 
effectively, inspire great teamwork and focus everyone (including themselves) on 
organizational goals better than leaders who don’t score high on humility. 

Case in point: A survey of 105 computer software and hardware firms published 
in the Journal of Management revealed that humility in CEOs led to higher-
performing leadership teams, increased collaboration and cooperation and 
flexibility in developing strategies. 

And you likely recall that, in his seminal book Good to Great, Jim Collins found 
two common traits of CEOs in companies that transitioned from average to 
superior market performance: humility and an indomitable will to advance the 
cause of the organization. 

This shouldn’t be surprising to anyone who has read the New Testament. Not only is 
this the path outlined for Christ but we also see this method of Shepherding picked up 
by the apostle Peter.  

1. Humility before others comes from humility before God 
As he is outlining the characteristics of a faithful under-shepherd Peter enjoins all of his 
listeners to “clothe yourselves, all of you, with humility toward one another”. This means 
that a culture of humility is to mark every community that bears the name of Christ. It is 
not only leaders who are called to be humble but everyone within the community. 
Leaders, though, get to lead in putting the needs of others above their own.  

This entire principle of leadership and following is grounded in the truth that “God 
opposed the proud but gives grace to the humble”. This is where humility comes from. 
Tom Schreiner explains:  
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Smooth relations in the church can be preserved if the entire congregation adorns 
itself with humility. When believers recognize that they are creatures and sinners, 
they are less apt to be offended by others. Humility is the oil that allows relationships 
in the church to run smoothly and lovingly. Pride gets upset when another does not 
follow our own suggestions…Believers should heed the injunction to be humble 
because God sets his face against the proud, but he lavishes his grace upon the 
humble. Those who submit to God’s sovereignty in humility will find that he will lift 
them up and reward them. 

We won’t accurately asses ourselves in relation to others until we accurately assess our 
selves before God.  

2. Humility comes from casting over striving 
As Peter moves on, he encourages everyone to humble themselves. Specifically, they 
are to humble themselves under the “mighty hand of God.” This phrase would have 
quickly brought to mind the Exodus story. His readers were to picture the powerful and 
mighty hand of God who is sovereignly working in and through their circumstances. This 
means that they are to see their circumstances as directed by the sovereign God and 
not chafe against what He is doing.  

How then do they humble themselves? They do this by casting their cares upon the 
Lord instead of striving. When we have humble hearts we will be people who are more 
prone to pray than to perform. When we are given over to anxiety and striving we will 
never be in a position to put the needs of others above ourselves. We’ll be too busy 
fighting for our perceived survival. But when we truly have cast our cares upon the Lord 
we are in a position then to entrust not only our own lives but also our relationships with 
others into God’s sovereign care.  

3. Humility before others does not negate our God-given roles and 
responsibilities  

We can be tempted to think of humility as a flattening exercise. What I mean is that we 
can think that it obliterates every role that God has given us. After all, who am I to think 
that I could possible shepherd people? But you notice in this text that humility actually 
causes shepherds to continue shepherding and the “younger” to stay within their God-
given responsibilities in that particular season. You see some of this view in John 
Newton’s recommendation to a young man entering into ministry:  

Study therefore the Scriptures, my children, with humble prayer, that the Lord 
may give you such views of these concerns as may fit you for the stations and 
services to which his providence may lead you. See with your own eyes, and 
judge for yourselves. This is your right. One is your Master, even Christ; and you 
need not, you ought not, to call any man master upon earth. But be content with 
this. Do not arrogate to yourselves the power of judging for others. Be willing that 
they should see with their own eyes likewise. 

Such a view only comes from knowing who you are before God in Christ. Humility 
doesn’t remove us from our callings it heightens and strengthens them.  
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Conclusion:  

It’s interesting to see the prominence Peter places upon humility. Humility is not a word 
you would use to describe the Peter we read about in the gospel account. But it 
appears that he has learned the hard way that a faithful Shepherd has to be a humble 
shepherd. Perhaps he learned in the school JC Philpot spoke of:  

As a general rule, we learn humility, not by hearing ministers tell us what wicked 
creatures we are; nor by merely looking into our bosoms and seeing a whole 
swarm of evils working there; but from being compelled by painful necessity to 
believe that we are vile, through circumstances and events time after time 
bringing to light those hidden evils in our heart, which we once thought ourselves 
pretty free from. 

We learn humility, not merely by a discovery of what we are, but also by a 
discovery of what Jesus is. We need a glimpse of Jesus, of His love, of His 
grace, of His blood.  

When these two feelings meet together in our bosom: our shame, and the Lord's 
goodness; our guilt, and His forgiveness; our wickedness, and His 
superabounding mercy; they break us, humble us, and lay us, dissolved in tears 
of godly sorrow and contrition, at the footstool of mercy!  

And thus we learn humility, that sweet grace, that blessed fruit of the Spirit in 
real, vital, soul-experience. 
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